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Introduction
• What Crisis?
•
•
•
•

From 1600+ rural banks in the 80’s down to 400+ this year
Average bank closures in last 5 years – 20+ (16 thus far in 2016)
Many/several RBs in PCA
RB industry represents 2% of total assets and total deposits and 1% of total
loans of the PH banking sector

• The Fundamental Questions:
• Should I stay or should I leave?
• If I stay, given the environment, what should I do?

The BAS Paper on PH Provincial Banks (rural
and independent thrift banks) 1/2
• PBs are facing a period of unprecedented change.
• Profits will fall. Regulatory capital requirements will increase leading
to falling ROEs, demands for more capital from family owners and
limited dividends
• The competitive pressures
• From commercial banks, non-banks and NGOs
• Required investments in technology, innovation and skills to meet customer
demands
• Higher costs of doing business due to sub-scale operations
• Adverse publicity
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• The competitive pressures (continued)
• Increased need for more capital
• Increased difficulty in raising needed capital
• Increased pressures for mergers and consolidation

• Questions family owners should ask
•
•
•
•
•
•

What scale of operations to survive?
What skills sets and technology are needed?
What about management?
How much more capital is needed and can we afford it?
If not, do we bring in outside investors?
Is this the best use of our family wealth? Options? Buyers?

Designing/Formulating the Strategy
1. Define core
values, mission
and vision

2. Articulate
strategic
imperatives

3. Customize
strategic questions
for perspectives

4. Identify
strategic
objectives

5. Articulate
strategic themes

6. Draw the cause
and effect

7. Craft the
Strategy Map

8. Identify
strategic measures

9. Set targets and
note baselines

10. Identify
strategic initiatives

11. Prioritize
strategic initiatives

12.Complete
Profiles

STRATEGY EXECUTION

Executing the Strategy / Monitoring the Execution
13. Communicate
the Strategy

14. Cascade and
Align subsidiary
roadmaps and
scorecards

15. Integrate with
systems and
processes

16. Drive
accountability

17. Monitor
execution

18. Refresh the
strategy

18. Engage the
people for change

19. Sustain
breakthrough
performance

ICD can develop a simpler, cheaper
(1) Strategy Formulation and Execution
Training Program and, (2) a Corporate
Governance Orientation Program for the RB
Industry
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A Sample Governance Charter
for a Typical Rural Bank*
*In consultation with some rural bankers
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Six basic questions in crafting a roadmap for a
rural bank
• What do we deeply believe in (core values)?
• What do we do, who are we (mission)?
• What do we seek to be and by when (vision)?
• How do we go from where we are now to what we should be? In
what perspectives?
• How do we know if we are achieving our objectives?
• What strategic initiatives should we pursue, who is accountable and
what are the deadlines?

What may our Core Values* be?
• Love of community
• Integrity
• Trustworthiness
• Innovation or Creativity
• Dependability or Reliability
*LITID

What may our Mission be?
• To be THE option of the unserved, underserved and
unbanked individuals and enterprises in the rural and urbanpoor sectors for access to quality and innovative financial
services for their growth and development.
• To be the voice of the community it serves.
• To be the local catalyst for inclusive growth and development

What may our Vision be? (4 versions)
1. By 2025, we shall be the No. 1 provider of financial services in the
urban poor communities we serve
2. By 2025, we shall be the preferred bank of SMEs, tourism
businesses and seafarers with additional 5-10 banks and branches
in the areas we serve
3. By 2025, we shall be the leading rural bank network in Region X
with more than 10 banks via organic growth and acquisitions
4. By 2019, we shall get out of the PCA and attain a BSP CAMELS rating
of 4.

Six basic questions in crafting a roadmap for a
rural bank
• What do we deeply believe in (core values)?
• What do we do, who are we (mission)?
• What do we seek to be and by when (vision)?
• How do we go from where we are now to what we should be? In
what perspectives?
• How do we know if we are achieving our objectives?
• What strategic initiatives should we pursue, who is accountable and
what are the deadlines?

Last Words
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Final Words
• There is a bigger game than surviving the crises in rural banking
• This is about country and nationhood. This is about patriotism
• Our biggest enemy is poverty – poverty of the stomach, poverty of the
mind and poverty of the spirit.
• The ultimate solution to poverty is jobs, jobs and more jobs.
• Rural banks can help create more jobs – by making sure that the industry
as a whole fulfills its mandate to deliver quality and innovate financial
services to the unbanked, the unserved and the underserved in our
society
• If you can do this, then micro, small and medium scale enterprises in
your community can flourish. When businesses flourish they can create
more jobs. Indeed, the RB industry can become a major catalyst in job
creation in areas where poverty levels are high.

Final Words
• When people have jobs
• They don’t go hungry
• They can afford to go to school or send their children to school
• They don’t despair – they can hope, they can dream

• The challenge, therefore, to all of you is to go beyond just being good
rural bankers
• The challenge is to help fight poverty by being the best rural bank that
you can be by not only delivering quality and innovative financial
services in your areas but also by being…
• Patriots in your offices
• Patriots on the streets
• Patriots in your very own homes

Thank you!
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